
MATERIAL/FABRICATION 
The Ryno cube bed has been designed to be a narrower 
width for smaller rooms. Flat sides and 90° degree corners 
aid placement of the bed in the corner of a room. The design 
of the bed allows the Ryno bedside table to be placed flush 
against the side of the bed.

The Ryno cube bed has no foam filling and includes floor 
fixing kit as standard.

Rotationally molded, durable polyethylene, one-piece
construction provides excellent strength and stability.
Flamed, textured finish further strengthens the fire-retardant, 
water-resistant, UV-stabilized shell. Item is fully recyclable 
as polyethylene can be melted down to create a whole new 
product. 

TEST STANDARDS 

a EN 1725:1998 (corresponding to a 36 stone user)

a Ryno material UL94 Fire test                                                                                                    

a UV resistance tested to UV 21+ stating it can withstand
       21,000 sunlight hours

a 1100lbs. Static Load testing to the centre of the base         

COLOR/FINISH 
[Core colors] Moonwalk Grey [Other available colors] 
Granite, Cool Green, Icon Purple, Epic Blue, Blaze Orange, 
Lime, Vegas Yellow, Thunder Grey, Black 

OPTIONS

a Includes floor fixing kit

a A flared Ryno bed with and without storage is available  
       (see below)
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     KEY FEATURES
a One-piece design is totally water-resistant,
       damage-resistant, and anti-concealment
a Fluid run-off channels in mattress platform
        to reduce condensation and aid cleaning
a  Reduced-ligature design features
a  Can be securely fixed to the floor with    
        supplied kit
a  1100lbs static load test

Core color

1RYCB
14.9”H | 80.1”L | 32”W
Recommended mattress: Scorpio mattress  78.7” x 36” RYNO® CUBE BED
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Water 
resistant

1RYBS
18.9”H | 82.7”W | 39.8”D
Base Footprint: 78.5”L | 31.8”W
Weight: 227 lbs.

1RYB
18.9”H | 82.7”L | 39.8”W
Base Footprint: 78.5”L | 31.8”W
Weight: 243 lbs.
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ASSEMBLY
Arrives assembled and ready to use.

DELIVERY 
Stocked in 1 color- Moonwalk Grey and has a 8 week 
leadtime. For more information on other non-stocked 
non-core colors/ leadtimes please contact our sales 
team. 

INSTALLATION/FITTING 

This product can be used free-standing or floor fixed 
(floor fixing kit supplied with all orders. Please contact us 
for instructions.

MAINTENANCE 
Our multi-purpose Ryno cleaning wipes are available to 
help keep your Ryno products looking their best. Avoid 
using abrasive materials or cleaning agents, solvents, 
steam cleaning or jet washing. Use bleach and chlorine 
disinfectant with caution and avoid placing in close 
proximity to sources of heat. Read more here https://
us.pineapplecontracts.com/upholstery/care-guidance/

WARRANTY 
Lifetime guarantee against all manufacturing faults

DISCLAIMER
Extreme temperature changes (e.g. a cold night followed 
by a warm sunny day) may cause air inside the product to 
expand, causing short-term changes to its shape 

Due to the nature of the rotational moulding process, 
flat surfaces on Ryno® products may feature slight 
undulations which do not detract from the product’s 
strength or durability.
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